We present a novel method to recognize a multiview face (i.e., to recognize a face under different views) through optimization of multiple single-view face recognitions. Many current face descriptors show quite satisfactory results to recognize identity of people with given limited view (especially for the frontal view), but the full view of the human head has not yet been recognizable with commercially acceptable accuracy. As there are various single-view recognition techniques already developed for very high success rate, for instance, MPEG-7 advanced face recognizer, we propose a new paradigm to facilitate multiview face recognition, not through a multiview face recognizer, but through multiple single-view recognizers. To retrieve faces in any view from a registered descriptor, we need to give corresponding view information to the descriptor. As the descriptor needs to provide any requested view in 3D space, we refer to it as "3D" information that it needs to contain. Our analysis in various angled views checks the extent of each view influence and it provides a way to recognize a face through optimized integration of single view descriptors covering the view plane of horizontal rotation from −90
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition techniques have started to be used as commercial products in the last few years, especially on the frontal images, but with certain constraints such as indoor environment, controlled illumination, and small degree of facial expression as can be seen in many literatures, for example, in a classic survey paper by Samal and Iyengar [1] . Face recognition is composed of two main steps, registration and retrieval. We register a person's face in a certain form, and we retrieve the person's face out of many people's faces. One problem we want to raise in this paper is what is the optimized way to determine how many views and which angle we need to register the person to retrieve the person in any angle. As an effort to make more practical systems, various researches have been performed to detect and recognize faces in arbitrary poses or views. However, those approaches using statistical learning methods [2] [3] [4] reveal limitation to satisfy practically acceptable recognition performance. Novel view generation using 3D morphable model approach [5] shows quite reasonable success rate in many different views, but it still depends on the database of 3D generic models to build the linear interpolation of a given person and also it needs high computational costs with very complicated algorithms behind. Recently, 3D face model from direct 3D scanning could be used for face recognition [6] [7] [8] , but the successful reconstruction is not always guaranteed in real time and the recognition rate is not yet as good as the 2D-image-based face recognition. In addition, the acquisition of the data is not always as easy as images and we still need more robust and stable sensing equipment to get meaningful recognition applications. In short, multiview face recognition has still a lot lower recognition rate compared to single view recognition.
As a representative method of the currently available 2D-based face descriptor, MPEG-7 advanced face recognizer [9, 10] shows quite satisfactory results to recognize identity of people with given single view, and it especially shows good performance on the frontal view. However, the single-viewbased face descriptor, as it allows only one view to build its descriptor, causes problems to recognize other views. Nevertheless, it still allows nearby frontal views recognizable with desirable success rate. In this paper, we present a novel face descriptor based on multiple single-view recognition, which aims to contain multiview 3D information of a person to help for face recognition in any view. In this scenario, we save or register the face descriptor as unique information of each person, and when we have a query face image in arbitrary view, we can identify the person's identity by comparing the registered descriptors with the one extracted from the query image. To retrieve such 3D information of a face to be recognizable in any view, we propose a method to extend the traditional 2D-image-based face recognition to 3D by combining multiple single views. We take a systematic extension to build 3D information using multiviews and perform optimization of the descriptor in respect of the number and the choice of views to be registered. In the following sections, we first describe the concept of multiview 3D face descriptor, and then show how to optimize multiple single views to build 3D information using our newly proposed "quasiview" concept, an extended term of quasifrontal, which measures the influence power of a certain view to nearby views. Experimental results then follow. 
MULTIVIEW 3D FACE DESCRIPTOR
The new descriptor we propose is called multiview 3D face descriptor, which is supposed to have sufficient 3D information of a face by describing the face as a mosaic of many one-views as shown in Figure 1 For DB generation, we could use 3D facial mesh models and render them to get face images in arbitrary views. For the experiment, the 3D facial mesh models of 108 subjects are used and their rendered images are used for training and test with 50/50 ratio. The database we use for the experiment is described in our previous work [11, 12] as well as pose estimation and feature detection. In this paper, we focus on the last two issues of feature extraction and descriptor optimization considering the various studies about multiview face detections and view estimations. The most naïve idea to create multiview descriptor from a single-view one is the
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Holistic Fourier feature jth subregion Fourier feature simple integration of N uniformly distributed single view descriptors. If we register every 10
• apart, that is, if we use every face image 10
• apart for our descriptor, we have to register 19 × 7 views to cover the view space of horizontal rotation [−90
. Then this very naïve descriptor would result in size 133× single view descriptor size, which becomes too big to be used in practice. Moreover, we could take advantage of the possibility that some view regions might have larger coverage than others so that we may need smaller number of views to describe those regions. While the descriptor optimization is one of the important steps for transition from single view to multiview face descriptor, there has not been until now any published result in this direction to the best of our knowledge. Here, we aim to make use of our learning from frontal-view face descriptors that a registered front view can be used to retrieve nearby frontal views (quasifrontal) with high success rate. Hence, we extend the concept of quasifrontal to quasiview and introduce some useful terms as follows.
(1) View mosaic. Mosaic of views 10
• apart covering hor-
Here we choose X = 90 and Y = 30. It can be visualized as shown in Figure 2 . This view mosaic is corresponding to any view (i.e., 3D) of a person wherever the face is at least half. It is used later on to check "quasiview" for each view in the view mosaic.
(2) Quasiview with error rate K. It is an extension of quasifrontal, from the frontal view to general views. For instance, quasiview V q of a given (registered) view V with error rate K means that faces on view V q can be retrieved using a registered face in view V with expected error rate less than or equal to K. This will be explored in Section 5
LOCALIZATION OF FACES IN MULTIVIEW
To use face images for training or as a query, we need to extract and normalize facial region. According to common practice, positions of two eyes are used for normalization such that the normalized image contains enough information of the face but excludes unnecessary background. The detailed localization specification is defined as follows.
(1) Size of images: 56 × 56. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION
As an example of single view face descriptor, we use the MPEG-7 advanced face recognition descriptor (AFR) [9] which showed best performance in retrieval accuracy, speed and data size as benchmarked by MPEG-7. More details can be found in MPEG document [9] . However, our focus in this paper is to show how to build optimized integration of multiple views to recognize a face in any view based on singleview face recognizers, so any single view face recognizer can be used instead of MPEG-7 AFR. For our experiment, MPEG-7 AFR is modified to adapt to be multiview. AFR basically extracts features both in Fourier space and luminance space. In the Fourier space, features are extracted from the whole face, and luminance space extracts features from both the whole face and five subregions on the face as shown in Figure 3(a) . We simplify, but also extend, this feature extraction algorithm to our Subregion-based LDA on Fourier space for multiview purpose. The biggest differences between the MPEG-7 AFR and our model are (i) feature extraction in luminance space is removed in our model; (ii) the subregion decomposition, which was in luminance space, is now in Fourier space and (iii) the number and positions of subregions are defined depending on a given view, for example, for new frontal views, we use the same five subregions as used in AFR, but for near profile view, we only use two subregions as shown in Figure 3(b) . Figure 4 shows the overall feature extraction diagram. To summarize briefly, we first extract Fourier features from both the whole face image and each subregion of the image, and project all the features and their magnitudes using principle component-linear discriminant analysis (PCLDA) method. After normalizing the resulting vectors, we do additional LDA projection, and finally quantize them for descriptor efficiency. The first two modifications (i) and (ii) give more efficient feature extraction method with smaller descriptor size by extracting the same amount of information on a single space. The third modification (iii) is caused by the multiview extension. If we use the same definition of subregion used in the front view for the profile view, the background may seriously affect for recognition rate. So we define different subregion depending on views as shown in Figure 3 . 
QUASIVIEW
Graham and Allinson [13] have calculated the distance between faces of different people over pose to predict the pose dependency of a recognition system. Using the average Euclidean distance between the people in the database over the pose angles sampled, they predicted that faces should be easiest to recognize around the 30 • range and consequently, the best pose samples to use for an analysis should be concentrated around this range. Additionally, they expect that faces are easier to recognize at the frontal view (0 Note that they have checked only horizontal rotation of human heads.
We use the new concept of "quasiview" corresponding to the conventional "quasifrontal," which is a measurement of the influence of a registered view for recognition. To prove that quasiview size depends on the view, we performed experiments of quasiview inspection with accepted error rate 0.05, that is, we inspect the range of views that would be recognizable within error rate 0.05 given a view for registration. Figure 5 shows how the quasiview size varies with pure horizontal or vertical rotations of a head. To make fair comparison between different views, we extracted 24 holistic features (without using subregion features) for each view. And images of nearby views are also included in the training of certain view (i.e., in obtaining the PCLDA basis for each view). So for horizontal rotation, 9 views (the view of interest +8 nearby views) are used for training each view from (0 Figure 6 can be helpful to understand which training views are used for each registered view while it reflects our result after optimization. Figure 5 shows our quasiview measurements with synthetically created (rendered) images of 108 3D facial models by rotating them into various angles. We counted the number of nearby views which could be recognized when we registered a certain view using two kinds of accepted error rates 0.02 and 0.05. The result in Figure 5(a) shows very similar pattern with the graph showing the average distance between faces over view described in Graham and Allinson's paper [13] . The views (20
• ) have both the biggest quasiview size and the biggest Euclidean distance between the people in eigenspace among views • · · · 30 • ], and their combined rotation of a head are allowed. It means that we can retrieve a face in various poses within allowed error rate 0.05 when we register only 7 views in a condition that a given face is symmetric.
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. . , and (0 • , 60 • ). The views of heading downward have bigger quasiview size than ones of heading upward and it makes us guess that it might be easier to recognize people when they look downward more than they look upward.
DESCRIPTOR OPTIMIZATION
Based on our study to check the quasiview size on horizontal and vertical rotated heads, we now optimize the multiview 3D face descriptor by choosing several representative views and recording the corresponding view specific features together. We have used the following selection criteria for registration views: we register views (i) with bigger quasiview size for cost effect; (ii) which appear a lot in practice through target environment analysis, for example, ATM, door access control; (iii) considering efficient integration of quasiviews covering the big region in view-mosaic; (iv) and which are easy to register or easy to obtain. This choice is empirical and we focus on covering the bigger range of face views with more efficient face view registration. Remembering that our features are extracted from PCLDA projections, we can select the dimension of resulting features as we want. Hence, we can also use variable feature numbers depending on the view. If a view is easy to obtain for registration, but not so frequently appear in practice, then we can use a smaller number of features. More important views get bigger feature numbers.
In generating descriptors, training is considered as a step to create space basis and matrix transform for feature extraction and as mentioned in Section 5, many views are trained for one registered view to increase the retrieval ability and reliability. If we can embed more information in the step of training, the registration can be done with smaller information. For example, for the registered view (30
• , 0 • ), we use 9 surrounding views (10
• ) for training. As summarized in Figure 6 , for one view registration, the training is done with 6 to 9 views around the registered view. For this experiment, we have given three ways to extract features based on basic feature extraction method described in In the experiment for multiview descriptor optimization with rendered images from 3D facial models of 108 individuals, half of the images were used for training and the other half were used for test. We show some examples of quasiview in Figure 7 which shows the influence of each represented view. Big yellow spots are the views for registration and small red spots indicate corresponding quasiviews with allowed error rate 0.05. Therefore, the region covered by small spots surrounding a big spot indicates the influence of the registered view (the big spot). For example, when we register the very front view (the left most one in the middle row in Figure 7) , the horizontally 30
• -rotated and vertically 20
• -rotated views also could be recognized with error rate 0.05.
Through experiments with various combinations of quasiviews, a set of optimal views could be selected to create final multiview 3D descriptor. An example of such possible descriptor from the rendered images contains 13 views with 240-dimensional feature vector as shown in Figure 6 . With the allowed error rate 0.05, this descriptor was able to retrieve the rendered images in the test database from 93.93% of the views in view mosaic of horizontal rotation [−90
• · · · 90 • ] and vertical rotation [−30
• · · · 30
• ]. Figure 8 shows the covered region of the views by the selected 7 views (right half of the view space which corresponds to positive horizontal rotation) considering the symmetry of the horizontal rotation. Figure 9 shows an example which face views are needed for registration to recognize the face in almost any pose. The 7 views are to be registered to recognize a face in the 93.93% of the view space where horizontal rotation [0
• ], and their combined rotation of a head are allowed. It means that we can retrieve a face in various poses within allowed error rate 0.05 when we register only 7 views in a condition that a given face is symmetric. For a reference, when we allowed error rate of 0.1, it covers 95.36% of the view space, 97.57% for error rate 0.15, and 97.98% for error rate 0.2. For the experiment, the testing views are situated at intervals 5 degrees while a 10-degree interval is used for training.
As a reference, the MPEG-7 AFR [9, 10] has 48 dimensions with error rate 0.3013 and 128 dimensions with error rate 0.2491 for photograph images. Here we used the error rate of ANMRR (average normalized modified retrieval rank), the MPEG-7 retrieval metric, which indicates how many of the correct images are retrieved as well as how highly they are ranked among the retrieved ones. Details about AN-MRR can be found in MPEG related documents like [14] .
CONCLUSION
We have shown how the single-view face descriptor could be extended to multiview one in efficient way by checking the size of quasiview, which is a measure of the view influence. For the experiment, the 3D facial mesh models of 108 subjects are used and their rendered images are used for training and test with 50/50 ratio. Only 13 views could be chosen as registered views throughout our optimization. This descriptor in 240 dimensions is able to retrieve images of 93.93% views of total region of view mosaic of horizontal rotation from −90
• to 90
• and vertical rotation from −30 • to 30
• within error rate 0.05. The aim of this new descriptor is to be used to extract a face in any view by containing compact 3D information by optimization for how many and which views are to be registered. The extension to multiview is not very costly in terms of number of registration views thanks to the quasiview analysis. Even though we have used a specific face descriptor for the experiment, the potential of this method enables us to include any available 2D face recognition methods by showing how to combine them in optimized way by checking quasiview size. Ongoing research includes new feature extraction methods for profile views and missing view interpolation in the registration step.
